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In this paper we extend the work in [2] on the existence and uniqueness of 
hyperbolic splines on R1 to double hyperbolic and higher-order generalized 
splines, utilizing a new representation of a spline of interpolation, in terms 
of several of its unknown derivatives at mesh points, rather than just one. 
We also show how this approach may be applied to higher order polynomial 
splines on R1. For the standard approach, see [l]. 
I. DOUBLE HYPERBOLIC AND QUINTIC SPLINES ON RI 
In this section we develop a technique, which we introduce by means of a 
specific example, for calculating higher-order generalized splines on R1. We 
consider the linear differential operator 
L = D(D - a)@ - p>, % B i: 0, 01 # P, 
and, without loss of generality, we take 0 < 01 < /I. We call S,(X) a double 
hyperbolic spline on R1 for the uniform mesh A = {xj = jk j = 0, il, +2,...) 
if (i) on each mesh interval [xj , xj+J, Sd(x) satisfies L*LSA(x) = 0, and 
(ii) S,(x) is C4(R1). Furthermore, Sd(x) is a double hyperbolic spline of 
interpolation if, in addition, (iii) SA(xj) = yj, j = 0, fl, &2,..., for 
prescribed interpolation data { yi}. We have L*L = -D2(D2 - a2)(D2 - fi2), 
so on each mesh interval [xi , x,,,], 
S,(x) = cIj + c$x + c$ sinh ax 
+ c4j cash ax + c,i sinh px + CJ cash /3x. 
* This research was supported in part by a National Science Foundation Traineeship 
and a University of Michigan-Dearborn Campus Grant. 
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Instead of attempting to express Sd in terms of Sy’(xJ and yj only, as is 
standardly done for the quintic spline [l], we employ two unknowns 
Mj = Si(xJ and Nj = #“‘(xi) in our representation of the double hyperbolic 
(and quintic) spline on R1. We get the following equations for the cij, 
i = I,..., 6, j = 0, il, &2 ,..., in terms of { yj), (M,}, {Nj}. 
clJ + c2jxi + c3j sinh aXj + c4j cash iyxi + csj sinh flxj + cgj cash /3xj = ~3~ , 
cl’ + cZ~X~+~ + cgj sinh OIX~+~  cqj cash (YX~+~  cjj sinh /3~~+~ 
f c6j cash ,3xj+, = yjfl, 
c?c3j sinh (YX~ + $c4j cash olxj + /?Qgj sinh /3xj + /3V6j cash /3xj = M, , 
&j sinh LXX. 3+1 + LX’C~~ cash axj+l + /I”csj sinh xj+l (1.1) 
+ PC63 cash fiXj+l = Mj,ly 
CX*C~ sinh olxi + a4c4j cash axj + /?“c5i sinh /?xj + /34c6j cash /3.yj = Nj , 
a4c$ sinh OIX~+~  a4c4j cash a~~+~ + f14c5j sinh flxj+, 
+ f14Cgi cOSh PXj+l z Nj+l . 
Solution of these results in the following representation for SA on [xj , xj+J. 
S,(x) = yj ( xj+‘/- x ) + yj+l (y) + (cx”~(/~” - a2) sinh nl sinh /I/)-’ 
Mj [-(/3” - CX”) sinh oil sinh fll( x’+11- x ) + p sinh /31 
. sinh N(x,.+~  x) - 01~ sinh al sinh p(xj+l - x) 1 
f Mjil [-(/3” - a”) sinh (~1 sinh /I1 (9) +- /3” sinh /31 
. sinh a(~ - xj) - 01’sinh oil sinh fl(x - xj)] (1.2) 
+ Nj [(/3’ - LX”) sinh NI sinh /3Z ( xj+llM x ) - /3” sinh /3/ 
. sinh a(~~+~ - X) + CX~ sinh al sinh p(xj+l - x) 1 
+ Nj,, [(/3” - CX”) dnh a/ sinh /31(T) - f12 sinh /3I 
. sinh U(X ~ xj) + 01~ sinh CC/ sinh /3(x - xj)], 
for all j. By definition, Sd(xj) = yj and SA , Si , and Sz”’ are continuous at xi . 
The two requirements that SA’ and S,” be continuous at xj lead to 
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two equations in the two unknowns Mj , Ni for eachj. In matrix form these 
become 
i 
. . . . . . . . . 
.,. 0 Cl c-2 CQ c-4 (‘1 cp 0 . 
.*. 0 dl d2 d3 d4 dI dz 0 ... 
... 0 c-1 c2 CQ cq Cl c2 0 .‘* 
.‘. 0 dI dz d3 d4 dI d, 0 ... 
. . . . . . . . . 
where 
- . 
M-1 N-1 = 
I 
MO NO _ .
a-, 
0 
[I 
a0 
0 
(1.3) 
c1 = [(p” - LX”) sinh ctl sinh /G - c@” sinh PI + a4j91 sinh ozI]/‘Z, 
c3 = -2[(fi4 - a4) sinh al sinh PI - alp4 sinh /?I cash oil 
+ a4pl sinh al cash /311/V, 
c$ = [-(/P - CX”) sinh (111 sinh PI + &/3S sinh /31 - c@I sinh IX~]/%?, 
c4 = -2[-(p2 - a2) sinh nl sinh @+ a&I2 sinh /31 cash oil 
- (u2/31 sinh al cash /31]/%, 
9 = ~2/3212(pz - a2) sinh ail sinh 81, 
dI = [-alp2 sinh /!!I + CL~/U sinh ~1]/9, 
d3 = --2[--011/3~ sinh /31 cash oil + a2fll sinh oil cash /?1]/.9, 
d2 = [OLI sinh /?I - 61 sinh CXI]/~, 
d4 = -2[011 sinh /31 cash al - /II sinh orI cash /311/B, 
9 = (p” - LX”) sinh oil sinh /3I, 
and 
aj = (1/12)(yj+, - 2Yj + Yc-4). 
Representation (1.2) defines a unique double hyperbolic spline of inter- 
polation provided only that Eqs. (1.3) define uniquely the Mj’s and Nj’s. 
Instead of attempting to invert the doubly infinite block Toeplitz matrix 
in (1.3), we note that (1.3) is equivalent to the following pair of systems of 
equations 
C,m + C,n = a, 
D,m + D,n = 0, 
(I.41 
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where 
and 
We attempt to solve this system for the unknowns m, n by means of 
substitution. We recall an important theorem on the invertibility of doubly 
infinite Toeplitz matrices. Consider the Toeplitz matrix 
and define I$(@ = C,“=-m c,eint. If the c, are such that $ is a bounded 
function, then we have 
THEOREM 1.1. T6 is invertible if 114 is essentially bounded. If T;l exists, 
it satisJies G’ = T,,, where T1,* is the Toeplitz matrix defined by the sequence 
of Fourier coeficients of l/4 [5]. 
First we note that 
THEOREM 1.2. D, is invertible for all /3 > cx > 0. 
For the proof of this we require the following. 
LEMMA 1.3. If y > x then (i) y sinh x cash y > x sinh y cash x and 
(ii) x sinh y > y sinh x, both for x, y > 0. 
Proof: Consider the function f(t) = (t cash t)/sinh t for t > 0. Then 
f’(t) = (sinh t cash t - t)/sinh2 t. Now let g(t) = sinh t cash t - t. Then 
1 We use this notation to denote a doubly infinite Toeplitz matrix in which a row may 
be obtained from the preceding one by shifting all elements one column to the right. 
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g(0) = 0 and g’(t) = 2 sinh2 t > 0 for t > 0. Since g(t) = g(0) + J$ g’(s) ds 
g(t) > 0 for t > 0. Thus f’(t) > 0 for t > 0 and so $ is monotonically 
strictly increasing for t > 0. Hence f(y) > f(x) for y > x, which implies 
y sinh x cash y > x sinh y cash X. (ii) is proved analogously. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.1, D, is invertible iff l/(d4 + 2d, cos 6) 
is essentially bounded (for 0 < a! < /?) iff d4 + 2d2 cos B + 0 for all 0 iff 
j d4 1 > 2 1 d2 1; and this can be seen as follows. Lemma 1.3 implies I d4 I = d4 
and ) d2 I = d, . So I d4 I > 2 I d, I iff 
iff 
PI sinh al cash oil - oil sinh /31 cash al > nl sinh /31- /31 sinh oil 
fll(cosh /31+ l)/sinh /31 > al(cosh oil + I)/sinh or1 for 0 < a: < /3. 
(1.3 
Now letf(t) = t(cosh t + l)/sinh t..Sof’(t) = (cash t + l)(sinh t - t)/sinh2 t, 
and clearlyf’(t) > 0 for t : 0. Thusfis monotonically strictly increasing for 
t > 0 which yields the necessary inequality (1.5) for the invertibility of D, . 
The second system of equations in (1.4) yields 
n = -D;'D,m, 
and substitution into the first system gives 
(1.6) 
[C, - C2D;1D,]m = a. (1.7) 
Before answering the question of the invertibility of the matrix in (1.7), 
we make a diversion from the case of the double hyperbolic spline to the 
associated case of the quintic spline (IX = p = 0) in which we show how to 
invert the matrix, similar to the one in (1.7), which arises; the procedure 
carries over to the matrix in (1.7) whenever it is invertible. 
Utilizing the same technique as earlier in this section, we find for the 
operator L = D3 on [xj , xi+& 
S,(x) = yj ( xj+ll- x ) + yj+l (yq + Mj [- ; (Xi+1 - -4
1 
+ a (%+1 - x)3] + Mj+1 [ - ; (x - Xi> + & (x - d3] 
+ Nj [gj- 
I 
(Xj.cl - x) - 36 hi+1 - xl3 + &g (Xi+1 - xl”] 
+ N,+1 [$ 
1 
(x - Xj) - 36 (x - Xi)" + & (x - xd"], 
(1.8) 
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and there result, after some straightforward computations, 
(1/6)[*.. 0 1 4 1 0 *.*]rn - (P/360)[**. 0 7 16 7 0 **.]n = a, 
[... 0 -1 2 -1 0 . ..]rn + (P/6)[..* 0 1 4 1 0 **.]n = 0 
(1.9) 
as the equations of continuity of the first and third derivatives of SA at xj , 
j = 0, *1, f2 )... . 
Using the same names, C, , C, , D, , D, , for the matrices in (1.9) corre- 
sponding to those in (1.4), we observe the following important fact in both 
cases. Since D, is always of the form i&[*.’ 0 1 27 1 0 .**I, 7 > 1, and C, is 
of the form K,[..* 0 1 2v 1 0 **a], although we claim nothing about the size 
of v, we have 
LEMMA 1.4. C,D;l = D;%,. 
Proof. Dil = (1/2(7jJ - 1)1/2)[*** p2 p 1 p p2 *se] (an application of 
Theorem 1.1; see [2]), so 
[..* 0 1 2v 1 0 ***I[*** $ p 1 p /.$ *.*I 
= [... py2vp + 1 + p2) ppp + 1 + p2) (2vp + 1 + p2) 
xv + p) (2vp + 1 + p2) p(2Jp + 1 + P2) p2(2w + 1 + p2) -*I 
= [.** p2 p 1 /A 1*2 *-][-* 0 1 2v 1 0 a..]. 
Therefore, Eq. (1.7) becomes 
[Cl - D;1C2D,]m = a. (1.10) 
Now, because D, is invertible, D,[Cl - D;lC,D,] = D,C, - C,D, is 
invertible iff [C, - C2D;1D,] is. So we left multiply Eq. (1.10) by D, and 
attempt o solve 
[D2Cl - C2Dl]m = D,a. 
Whenever [D,C, - C,D,] is invertible, 
m = [D& - C,D,]-‘D,a, 
and from (1.6) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
n = -D;'Dl[D2Cl - C,DJ’D,a. (1.13) 
We will show momentarily that [D2Cl - C,D,], when it exists, is of the form 
I&[... X2 h 1 h A2 ..*I - K4[... c2 < 1 < G2 es*], with -1 < A, G < 0; and, 
therefore, by the same argument used to establish Lemma 1.4, it is clear that 
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Dz commutes with [D&, - CzD1]-l, and D, commutes with 0;'. Hence 
(I. 13) becomes 
n = -DID;lD,[D,C, - C,D,]-‘a = -D,[D2Cl - C,D,]-‘a. (1.14) 
We see from Eqs. (1.12) and (1.14) that it is only necessary to invert one 
Toeplitz matrix in order to find m and n and thereby evaluate the quintic 
or double hyperbolic splines on R1. The existence of these splines, provided 
[D& - C,D,] is invertible, becomes a question (as was the case in [2]) of 
the choice of the interpolation data (JIM} in such a manner that the necessary 
sums represented in (1.12) and (1.14) for m and n converge. 
Now we come to the crux of the matter, the invertibility of [D,Cl - C,D,]. 
In the quintic case (1.9), (1.11) becomes 
or 
{(P/36)[*.* 0 1 4 1 0 *..I[..+ 0 1 4 1 0 a..] 
+ (P/360)[.** 0 7 16 7 0 ***][--* 0 -1 2 -1 0 **.]}rn 
= (P/6)[... 0 1 4 1 0 ..*]a, (1.15) 
(P’/120)[... 0 1 26 66 26 1 0 ***]rn = (P/6)[*** 0 1 4 1 0 .**]a, 
(1.16) 
and so we define the function (b as 
d(e) = (Z2/120)(66 + 52 cos 6 + 2 cos 20) 
= (12/120)(66 + 52 cos 19 + 2(2 cos2 0 - 1)) 
= (P/3O)(cos2 8 + 13 cos 8 + 16). 
(1.17) 
Again, to invert the matrix on the left-hand side of (1.16) we must calculate 
the Fourier coefficients of l/$(6). First note that 4(e) # 0 for all 0 since 
4(e) = $ (CO, 8 + l3 + !jo5)li2 )(,,, e + 13 - ;05)1/2 1, 
and ((13 f ( 105)112)/2) > 1. Now, letting a, be the Fourier coefficients of l/4, 
we find by a computation which we spare the reader, involving the evaluation 
of coefficients by residues, that 
a-, [ 
c--r + (r2 - 1Y2)” _ c-s -t2” --y2q, 
(r2 - 1)112 
where Y = ((13 + (105)1/2)/2) and s = ((13 - (105)1/2)/2), for IZ = 0, 1,2,... . 
So [D,C, - C,D,]-l is 
[-.a x2 x 1 x x2 ...I - (S2 y ,)1,2 
(1.18) 
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where A = --Y + (r2 - l)lj2 and I; = --s + (s2 - l)lj2. Equations (1.12) 
and (1.14) then become 
-5 m = (105)112 (j-2 2 1)V I [..* X2(1 + 4h + P) A(1 + 4h + X2) (1 + 4h + X2) 
2(2 + 4 (1 + 4 + P) A(1 + 4x + P) P(1 + 4h + P) ...I 
- (9 2 1)1/Z [... 5”(1 + 45 + i”) Lx1 + 45 + 5”) (1 + 45 + 5”) 
2(2+ 5) (1 i-41+ 5”) i(l i-4<+ 5”) 5”(1 +41+ 5”) ...I( a, 
and 
-30 
n = ~2(105)112 (y2 - 1)1/z I 
(l -h) [.-.X2@-1) A@-1) (X-l) 2 (h-l) h(h-1) 
P(h - 1) ***I 
(l - l) - - ($2 - 1 1/Z [..* 5”(5 1) 11(5 1) (5 - 1) 2 (t; - 1) Lx5 - 1) 
12(5 - 1) -.*]I a. (1.19) 
We return now to the question of the invertibility of the matrix in (1.11). 
First, we will show that the entries in the matrices in (1.4) converge to the 
corresponding ones in (1.9) in the limit as 01, /3 + 0 for a suitable choice of 
a < /3. We have 
LEMMA 1.5. Letol=a/Inforn>2,0<a<l,andlet/3+0.Then,for 
ci , di , i = l,..., 4, defined following (1.3), we have 
ii cl = l/6, Iii c3 = 213, 95 c2 = -712/360, Iii c4 = -16E2/360, f 
gqdI= -1, gqd3=2, t + ljy d, = 12/6, + lj~ d4 = 212/3. -f 
Proof. For small /3, from the definition of c1 and the Taylor expansion of 
sinh x for small x, we have 
cl = (a2/3”“/3”Z2(/12 - a2/12”)(a/+Z + ...)(/3r + . ..))-l 
. [(/3” - a4p494”) (apl + 7 + ...j(/Q + g + -.a) 
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= @3/33n+5/4 + . ..) -1[,4 (2cgr + . ..)(p + g + . ..) 
- a4$n (g + . ..)fapz + !cy + . ..)I 
= (a3j93n+514 + . ..)-1 (a"flr5'4 + . ..) 
1 + 43 1 
= 6 + 0(/l) - 6 ’ as p-0, 
where me* indicates lower order terms. The other terms are handled similarly. 
A similar argument holds if n = 1, i.e., if (II = a/3, 0 < a < 1, as p + 0. In 
that case, the dominant term in the denominator has a factor of /I2 - a2/32n =
/I”(1 - a2), and in the numerator, terms involving /35n+3 are of the same 
order (Be) as /33n+j and combine to give an identical factor of (1 - a”). So 
we have the required convergence for 01 = a/?“, 0 < a < 1, n 2 1, as /3 + 0. 
It follows from the above that the entries in the matrix D2Cl - C,D, in 
Eq. (1.11) converge to those in (1.15). Since there is only a finite number of 
nonzero entries in any row (and all the rows are identical except for a shift), 
we may conclude that, for sufficiently small /3, the matrix in (1.11) is invertible 
by virtue of the following argument. 
Let E be the Banach space of all bounded doubly infinite sequences of 
reals with sup norm; i.e., E = {x = (..., xm2 , xP1 , x0, x1 , x2 ,... ): 11 x // = 
SUP-,<~<~ / xi j < cc}. Then the matrix D2Cl - C2D, of (1.15) or (1.16) is a 
bounded linear operator, in the induced operator norm, mapping E to E. 
Call this operator T. It is clear that T is linear and that it is bounded follows 
from the fact that 
/e,I +2 i /enI = /ix/lB, 
?I=1 
where T = [a .. 0 e2 e, e, e, e, 0 .a.]. Similarly, T is the bounded linear 
operator defined by D2Cl - C2D, of (1.11). We have the well-known [3] 
THEOREM 1.6. If T is a bounded linear operator from E to E having a 
bounded linear inverse T-l, then any bounded linear operator T satisfying 
II T - T II < /I T-l 11-l h as a bounded linear inverse T-1 satisfying 
11 T-1 - T-l I! < 1~ T-l II2 [j T - i; ii/(1 - II T - T I/ * II T-l Ii). 
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Since, by the choice of 01, /3 we make // T - I? /I arbitrarily small, it follows 
that the matrix in (1.11) is invertible for such values of 01, /3, and that p-l is 
close to T-l as measured in the induced operator norm, which is, in fact, 
the row-max norm. (For any bounded linear operator on E, not just a 
symmetric Toeplitz matrix, the bound B on the norm of the operator, 
obtained in a manner similar to that on the preceding page, can be reached 
by an appropriate choice of the sequence x, having values & 1; therefore, the 
norm of such an operator is, in fact, B = SUP-,<~+, CJT-m ( eij /, the sup 
of the sums of the absolute values of the entries on each row.) 
It is also true that the coefficients of the unknowns in representation (1.2) 
converge to the corresponding ones in representation (1.8) as 01, /3 + 0. We 
see this in 
LEMMA 1.7. The coejicients of Mi , Mj+l , Nj , Nj+I in (1.2) converge, 
respectively, to those in (1.8) $CX = abn, n > 2, 0 < a < 1, and ,d + 0. 
Proof. Consider the coefficient of Mj in (1.2) call it z. Then for small p, 
z = (a2/32n/32(p - a2p2”)(apZ + ***)(/II + . ..))-l 
. [-(84 - &34")(a8"~ + E!gc + . ..)(p + kg $ . ..)( "+lz- x ) 
+ /3” (81 + g + --*)(ap(xj+l - x) + a3p3ri(Xyf - x)3 + s..) 
a4p4% 
( 
a3/33nZ3 - 4+1-i-7 + . . .)(fqXjm,, - x) + P”(XM - 4” 
3! + -*)] 
= (a3/33n+5Z2 + e-.)-l [/34 (@ + q + ...)(-f$?((xj+l - x)3 
- Z2(Xj+1 - x)) + T ((Xi+1 - x)5 - 14(x$+1 - x)) + *. *) 
+ a4f14” (apZ + T + ***)($- (Z2(xj+, - x) - (xj+l - x)3) 
B + 3 U4(Xj+1 - 4 - (Xj+1 - x)“) + - j] 
= (a3P3n+5/2 + . ..)-1 ( a3fl;;+5z 
((Xj+, - x)" - zyXj.rl - x)) + -.) 
1 1 
- - - ($+I - 4 + - (Xj+1 - x)3, 6 61 as p-o. 
Again, the other coefficients are handled similarly, and, in this case too, the 
results hold even for n = 1. 
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Lemmas 1.5 and 1.7 and Theorem 1.6 allow us to establish the following 
THEOREM 1.8. For 01 = up, 0 < a < 1, n 3 1, the double hyperbolic 
spline on R1 converges to the quintic spline on R1 in the limit as /3 + 0. 
Proof: Equations (1.11) and (1.15) take the form 
2% = &a and Tm = D,a, 
respectively. Therefore, 
/I ii5 - m I/ = II(?-lL& - T-lD,)a I/ 
= lj(i’-l6, - P-lD, + F-lDz - T-lD,)a )I 
< (II F-l II * II & - D, II + II D3 II - II T-l - T-l II) II a II, 
which shows that iii converges to m, and a similar argument shows that fi 
converges to n, as /3 + 0. Thus, the double hyperbolic spline defined by (1.2) 
must converge to the quintic spline defined by (1.8) as /I --f 0. 
For the double hyperbolic spline, the invertibility of [DzCI - C,D,] is 
equivalent o the essential boundedness of I/$, where 
. COS e f 4(d,C, - C,d,) COS2 8. 
It is, therefore, equivalent o the statement “the equation 
[olY(sinh PI - PI) - P31(sinh ~1 - &)I x2 (1.20) 
-[[o~Y(sinh /3r(l + cash cJ) - ,8Z(cosh al+ cash PI)) 
-f13Z(sinh oll(l + cash PI) - aZ(cosh oil + cash @))]x 
+ [olY cash oll(sinh /3l- 171 cash fir) - /I31 cash /?l(sinh UZ - oil cash CX~)] = 0 
has no real roots with magnitude less than or equal to 1.” A simple computer 
program devised to test this for arbitrary 0 < 01 -C j3, I > 0, lends credence 
to the fact that [D& - C,D,] is, in fact, invertible for all such 01, /3, although 
a rigorous proof escapes the author. 
2. HIGHER-ORDER GENERALIZED SPLINES ON R1 
Having seen how the procedure of using several unknown spline derivatives 
in the representation of a spline works for the double hyperbolic and quintic 
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splines on R1 in the previous section, we now investigate the technique for 
higher-order cases. We consider linear differential operators of the form 
L = D(D - cQ)(D - c$) a.’ (D - cd%), (2.1) 
for 0 < 011 < 012 < ... < 01,. A generalized spline satisfying L*LSd = 0 
on the mesh intervals can be written 
Sd(x) = c,,j + cJx + i (aij sinh CQX + b( cash CX~X) 
i=l 
(2.2) 
on [xi, xj+J Using the known interpolation data yj , yj+r and the 2n 
unknowns, Mjl, Mj’,, , Mj2, Mf+, ,..., Mj”, M;I, , representing, respectively, 
As:, Si(xj+,), S!v’(~j), Sy)(Xj+J ,...) Si’“‘(~j), S~“‘(Xj+l), we have a system 
of 2n + 2 equations for the 2n + 2 unknown coefficients c,,j, crj, {a()& , 
{lJf)i”_1: 
- 1 xj sinhollxj coshol,xj .** sinhu,xj coshanxj 
1 Xjil sinha,xj+, cosha,xj+l a.. sinha,xj+l cosha,xj+l 
0 0 ol12sinholrxj ar2coshalxj .*. a,‘sinha,xj ol,2coshm,xj 
0 0 ‘3 %inha: x. 1 3+1 al’Coshalxj+l ... a,2sinhol,xj+l a,2cosha,xj+l C=U, 
b 0 aysinhol,xj a:“cosha,xj ... apsinhol,xj 
0 0 o12*sinha: x. 
1 i I 
$$cosha,xj 
1 ?+r a~ncosh~Ixj+l ... orzsinhanxj+I acFcoshanxji.l 
(2.3) 
where c = [c,,j, clj, a,j, bIi ,..., a,j, b,i]r and u = [yj , yj+I , Mjl, Mjl,, ,..., 
Mj”, M,“,l]‘. 
Dividing the matrix in (2.3) into 2 x 2 block submatrices, it is easy to see 
it is of the form 
where 
MT) 
and 
xi I’ 1 1 xj+l ' 
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The matrix (2.4) can be factored as 
BAUM 
‘MJ (0) ... (0) 
(0) (Al) ... (0) 
I 
. 7 (2.5) 
_ (A) (0) ... (A,, 
where 
(1) = [:, (y]. 
Now, the matrix on the right in (2.5) is invertible iff A,, A, ,..., A, are. Since 
x~+~ > xj , A, is invertible, and since det(&) = cash CQX~+~ sinh UiXi - 
sinh cyixi+, cash aixj = -sinh olil # 0, A, ,..., A, are invertible. Thus, 
we have reduced the question of the invertibility of the matrix in (2.3) to the 
invertibility of the left,matrix of (2.5). We have 
THEOREM 2.1. The generalized Vandermonde determinant 
I (1) (1) ..* (1) I 
hdl) h(J) ..* UJ) = n (A. _ A.) 2 
1 z t 3 * (2.6) 
Aon(l) h,“(J) ... x,;(l) 
i>j 
The proof of this is an easy generalization of the standard proof for 
Vandermonde determinants. 
By our assumption 0 < 01~ < a*. < 01,) we have that 0, cy12,..., 01,~ are 
distinct and, therefore, it follows directly from Theorem 2.1 that the matrix 
on the left in (2.5) is invertible. It is this fact which ensures the validity of the 
representation of S, in terms of yi , yi+l , {Mji, Mj+l}:X1 for any operator of 
the form (2. l), and is the basis for this entire algebraic approach to generalized 
splines through the use of multiple unknowns. 
To find the Mji’s and thus specify the spline completely, we attempt to 
solve the system of equations resulting from the continuity conditions on 
s;, s;,..., SLznA1) at each xi . This system is 
C,lml + Clzm2 + -*- + Clnmn = a 
C21m1 + C22m2 + ... + CZnmn = 0 
(2.7) 
C,;rnl + Cn2m2 + ... + CnAmn = i 
where mi = [ . . . . MI, , Moi, Mli ,... IT, i = I ,..., n, a is as in Section 1 and 
each Cji is a tri-diagonal, symmetric, doubly infinite Toeplitz matrix. 
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For example, septic splines, which are useful in applications, arise from the 
operator L = D4, and although (2.2) becomes a linear combination of 
1) x, x*, . . .) xi, we still get the following system of equations for the unknowns 
Mjl = ,!$(xJ, Mj2 = @“(xj), Mj3 = Sp)(x,), which we use to represent Sd 
(1/3!)[ ** 0 1 4 1 0 ***]rnl - (f2/3 x 5!)[*** 0 7 16 7 0 *.*]rn” 
+ (Z2/3 x 7!)(*.* 0 31 64 31 0 .-.I m3 = a, 
[es* 0 -1 2 --I 0 *se] ml - (f2/3!)[*** 0 1 4 1 0 ...I m’ (2.8) 
+ (/4/3 x 5!)[*.. 0 7 16 7 0 *.-I m3 = 0, 
[me- 0 -1 2 -1 0 ...I m2 + (Z2/3!)[... 0 1 4 1 0 ...I m3 = 0. 
As before, the procedure for solving (2.8) is substitution. We solve the last 
equation for m3 in terms of m2 and substitute the result into the second 
equation, which we then solve for m2 in terms of ml and use both of these in 
the first equation. For polynomial splines, the first two equations always 
involve all the unknowns and succeeding equations involve one fewer 
unknown at each step until the last equation involves only the two unknowns 
mn, m”-l. For multiple hyperbolic splines this disappearance from succeeding 
equations does not occur; the substitution procedure is still carried out, 
however. 
It is instructive, at this point, to mention, at least briefly, the technique of 
Schoenberg for calculating polynomial splines on R1. He writes [4] a 
polynomial spline (of odd degree k - 1) on the uniform mesh (0, f 1, &2,...} 
in the form 
where 
and 
Qd-4 (l/(k - I)!) i (-l)i [“I) (X - i)“;’ 
i=O 
x7c-l = .pl 
+ if x 3 0, 
=o if x < 0. 
Qlc vanishes outsides (0, k), so the sum in the expression for S, creates no 
problems. 
The calculation of the coefficients ci for given interpolation data {JJ~> 
involves a process identical to that of inverting the Toeplitz matrices which 
arise by our technique. To evaluate the spline explicitly, it is necessary to 
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calculate the function Q&) = Mk(x - k/2) (see [4]). The major dis- 
advantages to this approach are its apparent confinement o polynomial 
splines (it is not at all clear to this author, what, if anything, corresponding 
to Qlc, can be constructed for generalized splines; although let it not be 
assumed that Schoenberg makes any such claims for its extensibility) and the 
restriction to interpolation data satisfying 11 LICK IID < co where j/ * jj9 is the 
usual norm for I, (1 ,< p < co), 
and 
II x IL = sup I xi I. 
The applicability of our approach to other types of constant coefficient 
differential operators L, such as those with irreducible quadratic factors 
(over the reals) or with repeated factors, is expected to be much the same. 
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